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a little dance of darkness
and a silver-red curtain.
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I clutch small bent straws
of his life, knuckles white,
palms red. I hold so tightly
a brown striped shirt,
dark brown glances,
a frayed blue notebook.
the wind might breathe them away
but I hold so tightly.
the cold ring of a gun
cannot fit in my hand.
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did his hand hold
.-. ·: -:_...
pebble truths, madness sands?
...
I cannot find his hands, but
the silver-red bleeds across my dreams.
words are past tenses.
a testament sleeps on my floor
and no disciple lives.

MY MUSE

•••I

... MOON GONE NIGHTS
Silver maples strain and bend their stays,
Lean shy, reaching arms
Above the street cobbles.
They dance a fantasy in the moon gone nights.
Winds play a tease until the chilled air shocks.
They touch, embarrassed to scarlet,
And drop their petticoats.

Kate Solms

My Muse is a fat, slobbering old trollop
who is enticed from me by smells;
If there's a chattering bar or a silly flick in the air,
she leaves me.
And there's nothing will make her run faster than a man.
When she has nothing better to do,
she stops in for a drop of whiskey and tells me nice things:
You'll never grow old;
You're too hard on yourself.
Your skin will be always soft;
Don't be so picky.
Go ahead, look into the mirror- that's where you are.
Only sometimes, I trick her.
I let her talk and talk and talk,
and nod my head,
and keep filling her glass.
And then7 I seduce her.
I put my arms around her and let her
giggle and belch in my ear.
Alright, I'm a rapist But she, painted old bag of four winds,
knotted at the top with yellow and pink ribbonsThat is what she lives for.

Eileen Nordstrom
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Nowhere are there so many women in black;
Bundled on the edges of stoops, peeling apples,
Huddled over the newest dirt;
Riding on basketed donkeys;
Cornered in dark back closets, shelling nuts.
Old, toothless, simple - yes, cliche.
They offer apple chunks on bare knives - you want?
They send a child off to fetch a wormy potato - please take.
Their faces are of unwatered dirt,
a crack for every drought since white was theirs to wear.
All the world they have now is populated by age and infancy.
You cannot see the young men - they are away, in search of nobility.
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The young women?
Some wear red and screw themselves into crowded bars;
Others are black figures,
leading young children through city streets.
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The sea tossed waves to me. Laughing lightly,
they held the sand for a moment,
then
crept
back
to
the
sea.
Lynne G. Jennings
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PILGRIM (The Greek View)
I am a soul that happens to have a body,
I am a spirit that is then as yet unfree.
I have a mind that must work through tongues,
and lungs,
I am afraid that this is, for the moment, me.

L
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I am white light that happens to be in a prism,
I am then a spectrum that is as yet unfree.
My bending beam battles this world's mediums,
I am afraid that this is, for the moment, me.
John A. Petrovich
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ELEVEN YEARS

TO JOHN BUNYAN

Eleven years have pased since
We yoked ourselves to your church, Jesus.
Eleven years we've pulled its dead
Ecclesiastical weight like a covered wagon
From New Jersey to Michigan.
I grow weary;
Weary of circling defenses
Against surprise attacks.
Weary of briefing: this is ally,
This the enemy.
None of us wears feathers.
My children bear scars from
Tongues meant to keep the lead ox in tow,
Tongues that also receive the wafer.

While traveling down a lonely road,
I was accosted by a man
Who begged me for a helping hand
To aid him with a heavy load.
I saw no load, yet I· agreed
To help with any unseen weight,
As long as it was not so great
As to impair my traveling speed.
"Ah, son," I heard, "you hurry so
Toward destinations unrenowned,
Where nought but withered stems are found
And shriveled worms and maggots grow."
This man dismayed me utterly,
Presuming to address me so.
"Where do vou think I ought to gp 7"
I questioned, slowly stuttering.
He said, "Be wary of your goals.
Don't follow where your fancy leads,
Or you will soon find evil creeds
That stifle faith and bury souls.
The towns of man are citadels
Where evil lurks and chaos rules.
The earth is full of whirlpools
That suck our souls to fiery hells.
From human aims and wants, refrain!
You must persue the heavenly light,
Or you will die with untold fright
And live a death of merciless pain."
Then was I angry at this man.
I spat on him and thus replied,
'To tell me to renounce my pride
In human kind is worse than sin.
You warn me to beware death's wrath
when you have no concrete insurance
That souls, with vainly sought endurance,
Survive the journey into death.
The irony of faith is sad,
For you neglect your life as man
To chase a goal that you think grand.
In truth, your light is cold and bad.
Go find a fool to jabber to.
I will not listen to your lies,
For heavy burdens I despise."
With this, I told the man to go.
Alone, he could not bear his load.
He fell, and so I thought him dead.
I soon dispelled him from my head
As I continued down the road.

Unyolk me!
Let me graze and grow on the
Sweet grass of anonymity.
Eileen Nordstrom
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CYCLING
Warm March and cool July days burst my cocoon
As, missile launched, wing-wheels carry me
Drenched in pure, sweet air flooding over
Swiftly pumping, braking, accelerating foot,
Leg, hip motions pulling to meet the next
Flood of sweet new scented flowing breezes
That swirl through the hollows of prickling
Questing, smooth surfaces of skin sensing,
Searching, swelling to meet the pulses gypsy-like .
That tease and dance through heartbeats poundmg
Up tarred gravelled sometimes pebbled often
Grass covered little known field paths where
Whizzing mini-bikes meet and yield reluctantly
The path to other drunkenly joyous fly-cyders
Testing the air like me on warm-March-cool-July-days.
Louise Shoemaker

THE QUESTION OF OUR AGE?
Can you beat
A self-wind
Base metal bezel
Dust resistant
Waterproof
Stainless steel
Automatic?
Robert L. Waalkes

GLEANINGS FROM A STAR-GAZER
Beneath these raisin-colored Autumn Nights,
We lie here on this bed of amber grain
And gaze upon the clear star-peppered heights
Where eagles never claim as their domain
Nor even we would ever hope attain.
But if I could caress those fire-lights,
Like glowing coals upon a frozen plain,
I'd gather every glint and gleam - to gain
For you bouquets of flare-dust, blazing bright,
That we might then our latent love ignite.
David Cochrane

Daniel J. Smith
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TO ORM EMBAR OF EARTHSEA

JONAH HOUSE in JANUARY
t

I /Jave lost my passion: why should I need to keep it
Since what is kept must be adulterated?
T. 5. Eliot

Effulgent eggression;
Like leaden dragon eyelids
Speciously sheathing fire of
Giant corpuscular pupils,
Ferrous red, they blaze
Upon the horizon:
Rising, slowly, slowly rising.
Emasculated, writhing,
Dumb, they dance, insane, below
The clouds, anathematized
By runes written eons past.
Silent, soaring, they pass,
Bearing wisdom and despair.

;, No one has used that door since last November. '
(1
Icicles span the gap from eave to garden
Where frosted driftwood and whitened stones shiver
Beneath their encroaching cover while back, behind
The ice stalactites the house trembles
In solitary helplessness - a Jonah
Hid from full view by sharp whale teeth.
Louise Shoemaker

••

Ricl1ard G. Thayer

SPINNING-OUT POEM

~ First you sleep. Sleep is shading; it shuts out
\\}.\.\'il'-'-1.'

AMERICAN BANDSTAND
The American Dream is real.
It dances Saturdays
With dished bellies,
Ken-doll hair
Whisper-cold shirts caressing
Rippling chests.
It dances Saturdays
In don't-bend skirts and nylons,
Sprayed hair and makeup
And perfect conical breasts,
Enormous to a breast, D-cup,
Carven idols under the lights
That shake unshaken
And fire, fire, fire at the screen.
It dances Saturdays, in heartshake rhythm
Without sweating, and the room moves like the sea.
Mia E. Fagerstrom
PAGr 8

The light that blinds but never warms. Sleep
Is for waking, and for pages of print that die
When your eyes touch them. The weariness comes
Lightly, as petals fall from crumbling flowers.

Then there is waking, at moments of deep night
To trees that threaten windows, shuddering wind
And stars that travel anxiously across the sky.
The sky is too wide, it can swallow whole hours
But instead it presses down to hear your heart.
After that, a pitching forward. Everywhere
Are craters to catch your step, and you must walk
Slowly now. Each inch forward is a chance,
and every yard a gamble. You lean into minutes
Trying to decide on steps, and decide nothing.
Finally, like Orpheus, a glance backward
To see if anyone follows, and watching your heart
Spinning back and down. You do not exist, you are
The autumn leaves that soak into winter ground
And under the snow have become colorless in death.

THE BICYCLIST
On the wings of the breeze
gliding with immaculate grace,
Your perfect body making love to a perfect mistress.
With tender power you entrance her;
the shiny lady obeys.
Pushing to achieve an unknown
Your heart cries desperately to her,
Exposing fears with
each turn of the crank.
Understanding, she listens to your breathing.

•••
•

RESISTING THERAPY
There is a pool of sunflower seeds, and sparrows,
That I can watch forever out the tall window.
I do not have to speak. Talk is what wounds;
It cuts at scars with skillful knives.
It is better to be silent, to watch
The icy branch tap at the windowpane,
And the wind stir the snow.
I control, after all, my life, my words,
And all the murmuring mad things inside me.
I do not need to speak. Privately I watch
The last dead leaves falter on the lawn
And feel, not see, his eyes reading my face,
His eyes waiting.

Cathleen H. Grether

HOME FOR THE ELDERLY
Kate Solms

I often visit aged, withered men
And listen to their tales of days gone by.
With rambling chants, they soothingly suspend
My worries in an eerie lullaby.
Transported to a fuzzy, musty age,
I seem to float in pools of memories,
As, wispfully, I watch each dying sage
Perform his touching swan song with a wheeze.
The faint vibrations of the distant past,
When amplified in ancient, rasping throats,
Renew my sense of time's enduring grasp
Yet strengthen my belief in human hopes.
When I descend the cool depths of the past,
I catch a breath of happiness, at last.
Daniel]. Smith

PAWNS

'Tis a shame that apples fall and waters flow,
That ragged storms consume the balm of day,
That nutshells crack as squirrels bare the trees
And valleys cuddle glaciers toward the seas
As the pregnant moon revolves about its glow.
'Tis cruel that children learn so easily
To mock the wicked antics of a man,
And sad that mothers must watch the gravestones grow
As they bear the brunt of nature's reprimand.
But firm is firm as nature has its way;
No magic hoax of night can still the day.
The crippled world is round to every blow,
And the pains of pleasured rites are here to stay.
'Tis a pity that the fool a fool must be,
Condemned to suffer nature's strict decree.
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TONY'S BALLOON

HALLOWEEN PAST

Tony loved balloons,
He told me so
day after day
as he lay on his bed.
The white sheets
stained with food
and wet with tears
seemed to be his home.
His old, dry mouth sounded weird
as he called out for balloons.

It's Halloween again
The dance begins.
Not of ghosts and goblins
But the doorbell.
"Trick or treat," elfin voices chant.
"Trick, please," I want to say
But they would not understand.
They wouldn't know about
Tickers on spinster's windows,
Driving them wild with fright.
I'd tell how all but the bravest
Must hide, while he crouches
Under the porch, puJling the string.
They wouldn't know where
To find a privy to tip.
I'd show them.
We'd run like scared jack rabbits when
Old man Cates gets caught with his britches down.
I'd bring them to the best pumpkin patch
Crawl with them on my belly
Pushing the biggest pumpkin
Clear off the other end of the field .

Tony loved ba11oons.
Even though
he never had the chance
to see one.
His red eyes
dug deep into his face
were framed with wrinkles.
He rolled them and cried
whenever he thought of ba1loons.
He asked me
once or twice
if I would buy him one.
His large, pale hands
went round and round
as he felt the tight circle on a string.
I told him it was yellow
but Tony didn't know what color was.
I told him not to pop it
but Tony didn't know what pop was.

Scarecrows ablaze ·
Bonfire in the woods where the creek widens
Roasted potatoes
Hollow sticks to smoke,
Stolen kisses in the weeds.
"Trick or treat," their lips repeat.
I smile into faces of anticipation
And drop a Tootsie Roll into each plastic pumpkin.

He asked me
what it did all day
when I tied it to his bed.
He wondered
what it ate for lunch,
and how it slept at night.

Eileen Nordstrom

,,
Tony loved balloons.
Even though it was soft,
he held it tight
in his stiff, old arms.
His body
cold and motionless
Jay lifeless on the bed.
Feeling strange as I took the balloon away
I stuffed it into my pocket and cried,
as I took a piece of his finished life
and put it into mine.

Sue L. Westerhoff

Flurry
of stars - icy light
dancing swir];ng diving falling
from tired grey skies to the flushed horizon
shattering dropping melting sprinkling
innocent morning with
dew

Karen L. Bosch
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GOOD OLD DAYS

David R. Fouts
A baby cries, and the woman you're with
tires you. There must have been better times.
Times like army experiences with old friends,
good old days without a doubt. Go back now,
drift back and relax in them.
Mammoth Korean hills rise up high and
wide, rubbing soft green grass against the belly
of the sky. But you are down below, in the hill's
flat dusty lap. Close by, the village lays out on
it's back, dressed in withered komono of grays,
browns, and faded gaudy paints. And you, the
soldier from another country are walking toward
this village.
Perhaps you're already high from a shared
joint on the lone road in. Hillsides sheen an
organic emerald and the village ahead sits
mysterious and full of adventure. Down by the
river, mamysans empty garbage and waste,
while over dirt mounds and trash the village rats
scamper, fat and pink faced. Old mud hut walls
seem to look downward, humble and sad as you
penetrate the village, laughing. Little hazelnut
faces with greying hair peer out the stores as you
walk by. Poking their heads out further, the old
mammysans' smiles crack crooked and false
cl-Cross their faces as they try to lure you in.
"Nicea things here, GI," and in a low voice,
"Happy smoke eso here, GI." At your apathy
they forget your existance and look down the
roadway for other soldiers. You do stop in one of
the little stores to drink a few beers. Store girls,
socially higher than the street whores, and less
ambitious than the club girls, eye you for some
sign. After awhile they ignore you.
Night's coming as you pass more side stores
with their dusty display window full of pawned
wedding rings, watches, all types of knives and
razor blades. The hills, once gentle, surrounding
gods, now hunch black against the night sky as
mute demons. Too much beer and grass.
Alleyways braided throughout the village seem
endless black holes as you remember tales of
soldiers getting cut in dark comers. You hurry
along through this tar night that covers
everything. Everything but the center of the
village creature, out of it's belly sprays electric
light. Bare hung bulbs from the clubs light up the
street like a fair at night. It seems much safer now
in this illumined dome of glare. Like you could
reach out and touch the light against the sky.
PAGE 14

Little restaurant squatted on the corner
breathes out it's door the spicy smell of
vegetables called Kemshe. Young soldiers
swagger and sway in the street. Some are being
led off with club girls, some are drunk and
laughing their way into the clubs. Little wood
stands are set up along the side selling trinkets.
You smell from one the odor of cooked earth and
sea. They are selling boiled snail in cone rolled
newspaper.

At the silent, dark end of the village she
comes out of the alley and croaks, "You likie
favors, GI7" Tonight you do. A tired moon
looms over the hilltop as you stand watching her
earn your last dollar. Perhaps its the dim light on
her old squinted, rodent like features, or the
drinks, or the grass; something touches you
anyway, this whole village touches you, as you
shove her away, running scared and sick down
the lone road to camp. Running up to the lighted
MP guardhouse that looks so good, showing
your I. D., and then trotting back to your
barracks. You can still feel that sickness in your
stomach.

The clubs are usually just one story high, and
made of grainy concrete block. Drunk and
leaning against the wall you could feel the grainy
texture crumble against your sliding palms.

Lay back on your bunk and dream, dream of
home and how good it was. Just think how great
its going to be. It'll be alright then.

Inside the club, that's where the girls are, all
your kinds. The chairs and cheap kitchen type
tables are horseshoed around the dance floor.
The girls are all the entertainers. The music clicks
on and they move for you, controlled as
puppets. Dancing to please you, to catch your
eye. You've been here long enough to see now
the total sameness of the people here and the
ones back home, the girls, like girls back home.
Same features of pride, sadness, inner hunger,
dumb ones, ones who are too clever, ugly ones
and beauties. You know you can pay the uglier
one less and she'll be more kind. The good
looking one will be shrewd and in more of a
hurry, but you'll no doubt take her.
The heavy smell of charcoal hangs in the
narrow air of the alleyways as you follow the girl
to her hooch. Her little room is linked to several
other little apartments within the walled courtyard. Broken glass is cemented at the top of the
walls to keep out thieves. Her linoleum floor
feels cool to your feet as you walk over to the
high set bed. Under the sheets the mattress feels
too soft and mushy as you turn over, waiting for
her to finish washing. All the different burdens of
worry fly away as she slides in next to you, so
real and fleshy. Her breath smells like that little
restaurant had on the corner.
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GRANDMOTHER

Your face has shrunken
and feels like dried apple-skin.
Long ringlets twirled around your fingers
have melted away.
Your voice struggles to catch words
as they die down your throat,
falling in your stomach.
Your body, once tan
and tasting like caramel to a young man's mouth,
hangs limp,
and sighs for a wicker rocking chair.

Ruth E. Barthel

..

..

It doesn't last long. You lay on your back
smoking, and she just lays there looking up,
silent. Her thighs and breast that were touched
with such life now seem as dead, almost
ill-looking things. Her body looks now to you as
your body had surely always seemed to her.
Wordlessly, you trail behind her through the
alleys till you reach the main street again.
Parting without a backward look, you stop off
for one more drink. Through the black streets
you plunge again, heading toward camp.
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With each span of silence came the question
she wanted so badly to ask him. It ran through
her head without mercy, rewording, rearranging, rehearsing itself. She saw herself delivering it
with different tones of voice, different facial
expressions. No, the timing was all wrong. No,
not enough sincerity. No, you sound like you're
in high school. As each rehearsal brought her
closer to perfection, the pressure that comes from
that special combination of terror, excitement,
and nerves built up inside her. Sometimes it
almost pushed the question out, but she would
hold it back for just one more rehearsal. Finally
the pressure got the best of her and she found her
lips were moving.
"Would you understand me if I said that I
love you?" Wrong, wrong, wrong, that was all
wrong, she thought to herself.
He turned from the window toward her, his
face wrinkled with an effort to remember.
"Love," he said to himself, his eyes rolling in
mental search. when he found what he was
looking for, his face smoothed out with
understanding. "Love," he said again, this time a
little shocked, "we do not love. We shake hands
maybe, but we do not love."

She was puzzled by his reaction and
wondered what he thought she meant by love.
Then she remembered taking him to a movie one
afternoon weeks before. When the couple in the
film began to kiss, he asked what they were
doing. 'That's called kissing," she said. 'That's
what people do when they're in love." He never
asked anything more abut it. She assumed he
was familiar with the concept of love, just not
with the different ways of expressing it. Now she
would have to start from scratch.
·
"No, no, not kissing," she said, almost in a
panic. "Love is something you feel for someone
else. Love is . . . is ... being devoted to that person
and . .. and wanting to spend your life with that
person." She paused to see if anything was
registering. Nothing. "Alright, ah, ... tell me
what you feel for me." She was pleading now,
holding him by the arms. She was not seeking the
answer to a request. She wanted the fulfillment
of a need.
He looked deep within her, wanting to flow
into her eyes and sooth the aching parts of her
heart that he could feel the pain running through.
After these many months he did not know her
world, but he knew her and he knew what she

wanted to hear. Saying it would do no good
now. Even if it were true.
"I feel you are making it very difficult for
both of us."
She looked at him with the pain of a child
scolded. Turning away, she moved wearily
toward the kitchen where she would make
sandwiches and wait for the hours to pass in
quiet resignation.
Then the night came.

"There," he said, not moving from his stance
at the window. She looked up from the chair she
was sitting in and past him out the window. Off
in the distance, just above the trees, were lights.
At first glance they looked like airplane lights but
he told her they had been designed that way to
avoid notice.

Without a hesitation, he picked up his bag
and strode for the door. She darted from the
chair and touched his arm. He turned to her.
"Goodbye," she shouted, without much hope
of being heard above the roar. She wanted to tell
him to write, to call, to stop in next time he was
in town, but she knew there would be no letters,
no calls, no next time. She would never see him
again.
He smiled at her and put his finger to her
cheek to wipe away a tear. "You melt," he called.
"What?" she said. She did not understand
more than she could not hear.
"You melt," he said, "turn to water."
"Yes," she smiled, "I melt."

She began to feel the squeeze of the last few
minutes, the same minutes she was sure came just
before marriage; just before death. She felt she
should be doing something like gathering his
things together. But what few things he had were
already in the small New York Mets sports bag
she had bought him at a baseball game. She
smiled to think of it going home with him. She
looked up to gaze out the window and remember
the day they had gone to the game, but instead
she saw the lights in the distance and how much
closer they were getting.
The overcast winter night sky did not provide
a light backdrop so that she could see whatever it
was the lights were attached to. They remained
spots of red and green that grew larger and
brighter. She noticed a hum that became louder
as the lights got closer.
"Do not be frightened," he turned and said to
her. "They will come to rest a few feet above
your roof. No one will notice, no one will hear,
nothing will be harmed."
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The hum had become the rumble of a low
flying jet. The lights drew nearer and nearer until
c;he was sure they were going to come into the
living room. Her hand clenched the arm of the
chair. In a flash the lights disappeared above the
window. The rumble was now a roar as if the jet
had parked in her kitchen.

RIPENESS
Tomatoes pungent
Nestle neath leaf canopies
Gold tinged hues blush red.
Louise Shoemaker
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